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Soul Readings with Mark Borax
Journey to the center of the soul
Mark Borax is a master astrologer who explores your
innermost nature in ninety-minute readings. Each session
is a transformational journey through the unique landscape
within you. When you become aware of yourself on a soul
level you contact your strongest foundation. You develop
inward power to confront the external challenges of life.
You are equipped to meet the world from a position of
great strength.
Your soul nature is the deepest part of you. Its energy
permeates every cell of your body. It was there before you
were born. It will continue after you die. Your soul is a
fully developed being, even at birth. It came from eternity to achieve some purpose only you are capable of. This
soul-level purpose is what Mark investigates when he
reads your chart.

What is Soul Level Astrology?
Soul Level Astrology incorporates a visionary take on
the zodiac Mark learned from Master Astrologer Ellias
Lonsdale. “The most important thing you need to be a
great astrologer,” Ellias said at their initial meeting, “is to
never think you know what Virgo and all the other Signs
are, but be willing to find out all over again what Virgo is
through that new Virgo sitting in front of you.”
In a seven-year apprenticeship, Ellias (who studied with
renowned astrologers Marc Edmund Jones and Dane
Rudhyar) taught Mark to see beyond traditional astrology into a whole new zodiac. Their teachings formed the
core of a mystery school under the redwoods of northern
California. Some key teachings from the school have
been published as the “Inside Astrology” series by North
Atlantic Books. The story of the school appears in Mark’s
book, 2012: Crossing the Bridge to the Future, by Frog
Books.
The astrology Mark uses reaches across time and space to
bring the stars down to earth. Regardless of what familiarity you have, if any, with your natal chart, Mark will
find a new angle. He communicates clearly with young
children, teenagers and old veterans of astrology. His
readings are vibrant, spontaneous and alive.

know very little about astrology but your
“Ireading
touched me deeply. It described
precisely who I feel myself to be inside.
It was an affirmation of my basic essence.
I feel tremendously understood.

”

— Leona Markman, Management Consultant,
Santa Cruz, California

was truly the most profound and
“This
transformative reading I’ve ever had.

No one has ever articulated so clearly the
key dynamics of my present situation and
current lifetime.

”

— B.P., Musician, Eugene, Oregon

What will I get from a reading?
Each session provides a map of your being, your psyche,
your past and future. Like a psychic sleuth Mark tracks
through this territory to locate:
The reason you were born.
Your key strengths and weaknesses.
Your relationship needs.
The thrust of your reincarnational journey
from life to life.
Karma and destiny cycles that shape your growth.

The birth chart is an inexhaustible resource. Clients who
wish to go further return for advanced work which reveals
deeper insight. Advanced sessions tap the chart beyond
the chart – the pre-natal chart from ancient Egyptian
astrology, which reveals your Inner Sign different from
your Sun Sign.

never forget that first incredible reading.
“I’ll
A month ago my world shifted suddenly and

radically. I lost my definition. Your message
actually brought me to tears. Your clear sight
enabled me to see the deepest innermost
parts of myself more clearly. Your dedication
and devotion liberated me into more fully
being who I am.

”

— Shelly Spencer, Journalist, Hawaii

phone, exactly what you had said had occurred
– you opened a direct connection to my soul.
I don’t know how else to say it.

”

— J.T., Transformative Therapist, Friday Harbor, Washington

About Mark Borax
Mark brings psychic training at the Berkeley Psychic Institute and a firm grasp of history, art and literature to the
practice of astrology. Libra with Sagittarius Moon and
Rising, born in the Year of the Horse, Mark has practiced since 1984. In 1995 he edited and prefaced Ellias
Lonsdale’s INSIDE PLANETS (North Atlantic Books).
In 1997 he founded Planet Theatre – a troupe dramatizing birth charts for consciousness and healing. In 1998 he
rode his Harley through the U.S. and Europe, stopping for
a year in the Tuscan countryside of northern Italy. He’s
spoken frequently on radio and penned a wide variety of
articles. Mark has also published fiction and poetry, and is
an actor and songwriter whose music has been broadcast
on the BBC. Mark lives in southern Vermont.

What do I need to schedule a reading?
Readings are based on your birth time, date and place.
When exact time is unknown Mark uses an alternate
method. He studies each chart prior to the appointment.
Sessions can be in-person or by phone, and cost $250, plus
a small service fee. Your session will be digitally recorded
and emailed to you immediately afterward as an mp3 file
that you can easily download to your computer, and listen
to it from there.
Anyone seeking more powerful work can get a Triple Session: three full-length readings in a row. Couples seeking
extreme breakthrough can get triple sessions for each partner followed by a triple relationship reading. Relationship
readings are $300. Individual sessions are advised first.
For radical breakthrough, schedule the maximum session: a 3-day Intensive. 5-hour power sessions three
days in a row, for $ 2,000.
Email: mborax@gmail.com
Website:  www.markborax.com

Join the growing list of subscribers for Mark’s free monthly Cosmic
Weather Report, and find out what in the world is going on these days.

Toll-free Phone: 1 888 SKY SOUL

It’s easier to set up readings via email than phone, but feel free to call
if you have no email.

A Soul Level glimpse at the 12 Signs:
Aries The rebellious roller coaster ride through ego to

the pastures of freedom. The hot contact point where lovers meet. The ever-present sub-language of the soul.
Taurus The triumph of imagination over expectation.

The nurturing power of creative solitude. The ability to
read people’s thoughts.
Gemini Selfless abandon that overthrows constraints.

The revolutionary power of positive thinking. The maddening perfection of duality.

Cancer   The infinitely precious wonder of life in earth.

Radical awakening to the truth of higher worlds. The tribal power of calling the circle.
Leo   The instantaneous generosity of a soul on fire. The

amplifying acknowledgement of quirky genius. The
contagious spark of creative action.
Virgo   The orgasmic release of breath in the body. The

ongoing feng shui of thought, poise and action. Rhythm
that moves the world.
Libra   The infectious electrical surge of artistic dreams.

A Note From the Celestial Mechanic
“It’s my joy and inspiration to make a living reminding
people who they are. Each horoscope is a magic portal
where many dimensions meet. No one is limited by their
astrology chart! When you map your astral DNA you
have a springboard to leap off from, a structure to improvise within. Together, you and destiny create a new chart.
When I gaze at a birth chart I see another chart hovering –
an energy sphere. I do the best I can to put the language of
this other chart into words. Because the reading is aimed
at who you’re becoming, it can take many listenings to the
tape of our session to reveal its full meaning and power.
Many people transcribe the tape for easier reference. Soullevel readings plant seeds that sprout later throughout the
rest of your life. It takes a full yogic stretch to encompass
our destinies. I look forward to sitting with you in deep
communion and discussing your celestial mechanics. In
such a way, little by little, we tune up the planet.”
— Mark Borax

The emotive power to change stuck social attitudes. Desire that lights the world aflame.
Scorpio  The rebellious victory of inflamed love. Hidden

treasures beyond the gates of taboo. The sacred merging
of souls through outlaw consciousness.

Sagittarius   The triumph of eternal adolescence. The

improbable rightness of YES. The indefatigable passion of
a new approach.

Mark Borax

Soul Astrologer

Capricorn  The hot and heavy confrontational truth of

lust in the body. Earth magic from ancient times renewed.
Modern magicianship that comes from overcoming one’s
own magnificent scenarios and recognizing the will of the
gods.

Aquarius  The wilderness wisdom of leaving the beaten

path to follow your own crazy dream. The universal force
of evolution that surges through doubts and fears of the
tiny mind. The cartographic visual design of Future Folk.
Pisces  The unstoppable heart force of spiritualized will.

The core flame of kinship with all life. Where radical surrender crawls out of the ancestral muck to the foundations of
consecrated love.

Journey to the center of the soul

